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Abstract: Radio frequency identification (RFID) technology facilitates a myriad of applications. In
such applications, an efficient reader–tag interrogation process is crucial. Nevertheless, throughout
reader–tag communication, significant amounts of time and power are consumed on inescapable
simultaneous tag replies (i.e., collisions) due to the lack of carrier sensing at the tags. This paper
proposes the modulation cutoff intervals (MCI) process as a novel reader–tag interaction given
the lack of carrier sensing constraints in passive RFID tags. MCI is facilitated through a simple
digital baseband modulation termination (DBMT) circuit at the tag. DBMT detects the continuous-
wave cutoff by the reader. In addition, DBMT provides different flags based on the duration of the
continuous-wave cutoff. Given this capability at the tag, the reader cuts off its continuous-wave
transmission for predefined intervals to indicate different commands to the interrogated tag(s).
The MCI process is applied to tag interrogation (or anti-collision) and tag-counting protocols. The
MCI process effect was evaluated by the two protocols under high and low tag populations. The
performance of such protocols was significantly enhanced with precise synchronization within time
slots with more than 50% and more than 55.6% enhancement on time and power performance of
anti-collision and counting protocols, respectively. Through the MCI process, fast and power-efficient
tag identification is achieved in inventory systems with low and high tag mobility; alternatively, in
addition to the rapid and power efficient interaction with tags, anonymous tag counting is conducted
by the proposed process.

Keywords: RFID; anti-collision; continuous wave (CW); counting protocols; passive tags; envelope
detection; collision slots

1. Introduction

Passive radio frequency identification (RFID) technology is the backbone of many
applications that require cost-effective and prompt detection/identification of tagged
objects [1–4]. Moreover, the technology is extended to several object tracking and localiza-
tion [5–8].

In RFID technology, the typical system consists of readers and tags. Reader(s) emits
an RF signal to the power and communicate with one or more tags. The tags harvest the
reader’s continuous wave (CW) RF signal to turn on their processing integrated circuit [9].
Once on, the tag conveys its message to the reader by backscattering. In backscattering,
the impedance of the tag’s antenna is modified to return, absorb, or shift the phase of the
reader’s signal. Then, on the other side, the reader interprets the reflected, absorbed, or
phase-shifted signals from the tag into a stream of binary bits [9].

Backscattering eliminates the need for a power-hungry transceiver at the tag at the
expense of not sensing the media, not to mention the inability to decode and command
from the reader while backscattering [9,10]. In other words, the communication link is a
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reader-dependent half-duplex link. The main drawback of such a link is having a deaf
tag when it starts data backscattering, preventing the reader from silencing the tag if
the received data is not needed or corrupted [9,11]. For example, if two or more tags
reply simultaneously (i.e., during collision slots in interrogation protocols), sending a
command from the reader to indicate the collision is worthless and will not be decoded by
the backscattering tags.

Formerly, the modulation silencing mechanism (MSM) has been proposed to terminate
the tag’s backscattering if a collision slot is detected in anti-collision protocols [12,13]. In
addition, MSM allows for virtual media sensing by the tag. In MSM, if the reader wants
a tag to stop its backscattering, it turns off CW transmission, and an analog-based circuit
equips the tag to detect the drop in the voltage at the main capacitor due to the lack of
CW energy harvesting. In MSM, a capacitor voltage detection circuit is placed at the RF
frontend of the tag.

In this paper, we improve the modulation silencing process to facilitate three objectives:

• Replacing the CW detection circuit from the RF frontend to the digital part of the tag’s
IC, namely, the digital baseband modulation termination (DBMT) circuit. This objec-
tive eases the fabrication process of the tag’s IC and reduces the power consumption
of the previously current-driven and “power-hungry” operational amplifiers.

• Robustness to distance/orientation of the tags to the reader. The DMBT circuit is
placed after the envelope detector module in the tag’s IC. This placement eliminates
the possibility of resetting the far and/or poorly oriented tags due to the low harvested
energy to start with [9–11].

• Enabling not only the detection of CW cutoffs but also the periods of such cutoffs. This
objective utilizes the DBMT circuit to provide multiple flags, and each flag indicates a
specific period of the CW cutoff.

In the MCI process, as the tag can calculate different periods of CW “silence”, the
reader cuts off CW for specific periods known to the tags. The tags then interpret these
periods as commands depending on the triggered flag by the DBMT circuit. This capability
is utilized in anti-collision and counting protocols. The MCI process is applied to tag
interrogation (or anti-collision) and tag-counting protocols, which are prominent com-
munication protocols in inventory systems. MCI is evaluated under high and low tag
population, and the time (and consequently the power) performance of such protocols was
significantly enhanced in anti-collision and counting protocols, respectively.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, MSM is discussed with
emphasis on its design limitations. In Section 3, the DBMT circuit design is proposed to
target the first two improvement objectives. In Section 4, the MCI process is then proposed
to target the third and final improvement objective. Finally, Section 5 evaluates the time
efficiency of anti-collision and counting protocols, and the paper is concluded in Section 6.

2. Background and Motivation

Due to the simplicity of passive RFID tags, reader–tag communication is designed
based on time division multiple access techniques [9,14,15]. For instance, the main proto-
cols in anti-collision are TDMA-based, namely, ALOHA- and tree-based protocols [1,9,15].
Communicating over other multiple access techniques requires a more sophisticated air
interface design at the tags. In TDMA, tags send/receive their data within specific periods
(or slots). These slots are initiated by the reader, which sends given data (a command)
followed by CW transmission. The tags decode the command and then reply by chang-
ing their antenna impedance to backscatter the reader’s CW. Consequently, the reader’s
command may address zero, one, or more than one tag. Ideally, in TDMA, the command
should address only one tag. Addressing two or more tags will cause interference at the
reader (collision slots); on the other hand, addressing no tag will no replies (empty slots).
Thus, both collision and empty slots waste the reader’s time and energy. Starting a new
command by the reader during empty slots was proposed in [15], and it was called the
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early ending of empty slots. Nevertheless, starting a new command during collision slots
is challenging.

Once a tag starts modulating its antenna impedance to backscatter the reader’s CW, it
is not decoding any command. Therefore, during collision slots, the reader cannot stop
two or more tags’ backscattering by sending a stop command. At the same time, the
reader cannot stop CW transmission to save power, as part of the CW is harvested by the
tag during backscattering. Hence, the reader is forced to wait until the tags finish their
backscattering to start a new slot. This collision slot dilemma cannot be solved unless the
tag is designed to decode commands while backscattering. In [9], MSM was proposed to
solve this dilemma and save collision slots’ temporal and energy implications.

In collision slots, tags start their replies by backscattering a preamble sequence [15].
As the tags are not synchronized at the bit level, the received preamble at the reader will
result from multiple interfered backscattering of the CW. In such a case, the reader in MSM
halts CW transmission for a specific period. The tags, conversely, can detect CW availability
through a simple circuit at the RF frontend, namely, the continuous wave absence detection
(CWAD) circuit [13]. Nonetheless, the CWAD circuit has three main limitations that may
render MSM ineffective: CWAD placement, initial voltage value dependency, and CWAD
passive (current-driven) components.

CWAD placement: CWAD was placed after the tag’s rectifier to sense the main
capacitor voltage drop due to the lack of CW to be harvested, as depicted in Figure 1.
Therefore, the absence of CW is detected (i.e., BT flag in Figure 1 is triggered) if the main
capacitor voltage drops below a specific voltage. Unfortunately, this detection method
leaves a wide chance of having the primary voltage drop to a level that may reset the tag’s
state.

Initial voltage dependency: The initial voltage of the main capacitor before CW
cutoff is not uniform for all tags due to different orientations and distances from the
reader [9,15]. Hence, a predefined cutoff period that guarantees all tags to detect CW
cutoff simultaneously is not feasible. This non-uniformity complicates protocol design by
considering the most extended period that guarantees CW cutoff detection. However, this
period is difficult to define for different types of readers, different antenna designs of tags,
etc. An example of such a case is depicted in Figure 2, as two tags are sent simultaneously
after the reader’s command. The two tags have different initial voltages at the main
capacitor. The BT flag is triggered by the CWAD circuit if the rectifier’s output voltage VH
becomes lower than the reference voltage Vref level by a specific threshold denoted by Vdiff.
Thus, it is clear that Tag1 will detect the CW much earlier than Tag2.

CWAD passive (current driven) components: The CWAD circuit was designed at the
analog frontend with passive components and comparators as depicted in Figure 3. This
design is challenging to the already power-constrained passive RFID tags.
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In this paper, digital baseband modulation termination (DBMT) design is proposed to
overcome the drawbacks of CWAD [13], with the following advantages:

• No modification to the RF interface of the tag.
• DBMT is digital and part of the logic module of the tag IC.
• DBMT provides a prompt and uniform interpretation of the CW cutoff or reduction,

regardless of orientation/distance to the reader.
• DBMT enables the tag to interpret the CW cutoff and the period of this cutoff indepen-

dently of the received power from the reader.

To further utilize the above features, a modulation cutoff intervals (MCI) process is
proposed. The process utilizes multiple flags from DBMT to indicate different CW cutoff
interval lengths. In the following two sections, the DBMT circuit and MCI process are
presented, respectively.

3. Digital Baseband Modulation Termination

The first step in our design is relocating the detection circuit to the logic and memory
module of the tag IC. The input of the digital baseband modulation termination circuit is
fed from the output of the envelope detector (ED) module of the tag’s IC, as presented in
Figure 4. The benefit of such relocation is taking advantage of the already implemented
ED in all tags, which promptly follow the reader’s signal level. The ED is much faster in
response than the rectifier (which is typically a modified version of the Dickson Charge
Pump) with relatively large capacitors [9]. As the ED module produces a digital output
(the output of the OpAmp in Figure 5), DBMT is implemented in digital (voltage-driven)
logic gates and flip-flops.
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3.1. DBMT Design

In Figure 5, the main components of the DBMT circuit and ED are shown. DBMT
is enabled by the EN signal from the logic and memory module. DBMT, in its essential
operation, consists of three synchronized D-flip flops (DFF) to latch and propagate the
output of the ED. The output of the DBMT circuit is a flag noted as modulation termination
(MT) flag, which is set if all DFFs output 1. Once set, the MT flag halts the impedance
modulation for backscattering.

3.2. DBMT Operation

Once a reader command addresses a tag or multiple tags, backscattering is established
to reply to the reader, and the EN signal is pulsed to initialize and enable the DBMT during
backscattering. The EN pulse will reset the outputs (i.e., Qs) of the DFFs to zeros. The MT
flag is triggered if the CW is off for more than two signal periods. The rationale behind
selecting at least two signal periods is that tags are backscattering their data through pulse-
interval encoding (PIE) with on–off keying modulation [16]. This PIE encoding involves
changing the signal level between low and high intervals when backscattering 0 or 1 s,
as shown in the illustration in Figure 6. Hence, since the tag may send 0 (represented as
low-high) followed by 1 (represented by high-low), there might be two consecutive “high”
intervals. During high intervals, the impedance of the tag (Zload in Figure 6) is set to
reflect the CW signal, which means the rectifier harvests no power or a high level is shown
at the output of the ED. Therefore, the case of sending 0 followed by 1 might indicate
high output at the ED for an extended period, which might be interpreted as a CW cutoff.
Therefore, MT is designed to be triggered after three consecutive low intervals in the ED. It
is worth mentioning that if the tags use phase modulation (PM) [9,15] for backscattering, it
absorbs power during low and high periods of the encoded data. Therefore, one DFF can
be utilized in the DBMT of such tags.
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In Figure 6, a timing illustration is provided for the primary control and output signals
in DBMT for a tag during backscattering. The EN control signal initializes DBMT (i.e.,
resetting the DFF outputs). The tag is to send a stream of bits starting by 01100···. Sending
the “0” bit is encoded by a low period followed by a high period. Conversely, to send this
“0” bit to the reader, the antenna impedance (Zload) is changed to R during the low period
to absorb the CW signal, then to “0” to reflect it. Note that when the CW is reflected, no
power is rectified by the tag and the ED produces a high level (as the output of the ED
is inverted). The first DFF will follow the ED after one clock cycle, the second DFF after
two cycles, and the third DFF after three cycles. As in the PIE encoding, there will be no
three successive high periods, and the DFFs will not simultaneously produce a “1” at their
outputs (Qs).

The reader may detect corrupted reflections due to interference (collision), then it will
cut off CW (within the first period of the 4th bit in Figure 6) for at least three clock cycles to
cause the ED output to 1 and propagate it the outputs of the three DFFs. Once Q1, Q2, and
Q3 are all “1”s, the MT flag is triggered, and the ongoing modulation will be terminated.
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bits starting by 01100··· and CW cutoff by the reader at the 4th bit.

4. Modulation Cutoff Intervals Process

Since the envelope detector is used by the DBMT circuit to promptly follow the signal
level at the antenna frontend, counting the clock cycles of which the CW is cut off becomes
feasible. In other words, commands as a cutoff intervals can be applied in many protocols
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to indicate a multitude of actions required by the tag. The modulation cutoff intervals
process is proposed to be applied in different RFID protocols. For example, in anti-collision
protocols, a cutoff interval of a length of X can be designed to specify collision, while a
cutoff interval of a length of Y can indicate a positive acknowledgment (ACK). Through
the MCI process, the transmission of specific commands will be eliminated and replaced
by a lookup table that matches cutoff intervals to their corresponding meaning/commands.
In the following, we utilize the MCI process in anti-collision and counting protocols.

4.1. Anti-Collision Protocols

The MCI process is utilized in anti-collision protocols to indicate the four commands
from the reader to the surrounding tags; namely, collision, no reply (empty), no acknowl-
edgment (NACK), and acknowledgment (ACK) commands. During or after the tag(s)
replies, the reader terminate its CW transmission for four possible intervals, T1, T2, T3, and
T4, where T1 < T2 < T3 < T4. The intervals are interpreted as follows:

In Figure 7, MCI process command decoding circuit is shown for T1, T2, T3 and
T4 of 4, 6, 8, and 10 clock cycles, respectively. Note that two clock cycles indicate the
transmission of one symbol in PIE encoding, which is denoted by Tpri in the EPC standard
documentation [16]. That is, T1, T2, T3 and T4 correspond to 2, 3, 4, and 5 symbol durations
after MT assertion, respectively. The circuit is simply a ripple up-counter that is connected
to the DBMT circuit. The counter is preceded by a frequency divider (the highlighted DFF
in Figure 7) to output the number of symbols at which MT flag is asserted (i.e., high). If
the count is two (i.e., Qa = 0, Qb = 1) and CW is resumed, the MT flag will no longer
be high. The leftmost AND gate will assert T1 flag, and a Collision command is assumed.
Alternatively, T2 flag is asserted if the count is three Qa = Qb = 1, and CW is resumed,
indicating an empty slot command. T3 flag is asserted after CW resuming and the count is
four (i.e., Qa = Qb = 0 and Qc = 1), indicating a NACK command. Finally, if the count
is five and the CW is resumed, T4 will be asserted, and an ACK command is assumed.
Following the CW transmission resumption, the control signal EN2 is pulsed to reset the
counter for the next slot. Note that the assertion of the MT flag requires three clock cycles
(1.5 symbol duration); therefore, T1 − T4 are asserted after 7, 9, 11, and 13 clock cycles,
respectively.
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An example is illustrated in Figure 8 of the above commands. In the top waveform, the
reader detects a collision (corrupted data that does not follow PIE encoding), stops the CW
for 7 clock cycles (3.5 Tpri), and then resumes its CW transmission. The received reply after
that CW resumption was from a single tag, but for some reason, it has an erroneous CRC;
the reader then negatively acknowledges the transmission by stopping the CW for 11 clock
cycles (5.5 Tpri). In the middle waveform in Figure 8, the data are received from a single tag
after a collision slot, and the CRC was correct. Hence, the reader acknowledges the tag’s
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transmission by stopping the CW for 13 clock cycles (6.5 Tpri). In the bottom waveform
of Figure 8, no reply is detected from any tag after the collision (since in standardized
anti-collision protocols, tags decide randomly to reply or not to reply). Therefore, the
reader cuts off the CW for nine clock cycles to indicate an empty (no reply) slot and the
beginning of a new slot.
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MCI provides prompt feedback to the tags on the status of the ongoing transmission
during the time slot and eliminates the need for guard periods between tag transmission
and reader commands. Therefore, with MCI, collision and empty slots are significantly
shortened compared to traditional collision and empty slots resolution. The above values
of the cutoff periods are selected for illustrating the process; however, the general rule is to
select the cutoff periods that are long enough to trigger the proper command at the tags
but not too long to cause a significant power drop.

4.2. Counting Protocols

The MCI process can also be utilized in counting protocols in which the actual IDs of
the tags are not necessary. The main concern of counting protocols is the number of single
reply slots, which indicates the number of tags. Therefore, MCI can be applied to indicate
three commands: NACK (indicating multiple tag reply slots), ACK (indicating a single
reply slot), and no reply (empty slot). Consequently, the same MCI process circuit (shown
in Figure 7) can be used to indicate these three commands. After initializing the tags to
start the counting process, in any slot:

• If the preamble (a standardized bit pattern that is sent by the tags before sending their
data) is received error-free in a given slot, the reader stops its CW for seven clock
cycles to indicate a single slot.

• If the preamble is received incorrectly, the reader stops its CW for nine clock cycles to
indicate a collision slot.

• Finally, if the time gap in the standard passed with no tags replying, the reader stops
its CW for eleven clock cycles to indicate an empty slot.

In the MCI process, the tag reaction is adaptive based on the protocol that is under
execution. For example, as shown above, stopping the CW for seven clock cycles may indi-
cate a collision slot in anti-collision protocols or a single slot in counting protocols. Another
advantage of the MCI process is its compatibility with explicit (traditional) commanding if
needed. For example, in some protocols, the reader may send commands with specific data
to the tags, not only the ones illustrated in the figure above. In such a case, the MCI process
circuit can dedicate a specific cutoff interval, for example, a cutoff for 15 clock cycles, to
inform the tag to expect an explicit data/command from the reader, as shown in Figure 9.
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5. Performance Evaluation
5.1. Anti-Collision Protocols

In this section, the MCI process is applied to two main anti-collision protocols, proba-
bilistic (ALOHA-based) and deterministic (tree-based) protocols. The MCI process effect
on the performance of these protocols is evaluated for 40 sets of tag populations, starting
from 100 tags up to 4000 tags (with an increment of 100 tags). In our evaluation, all the
timing values are based on EPC standardized specifications (reader symbol duration of
25 µs, PIE encoding, and divide ratio of 8) [16].

Note that there will be a specific number of collision, empty, and single slots by the end
of any identification process. Ideally, all slots will be single slots; however, this scenario is
not possible due to a lack of communication between the tags. Therefore, all identification
protocols aim at minimizing the number of non-valuable slots (collision and empty slots)
to reduce the identification time and reader power consumption. In addition, the MCI
process further reduces the effect of these non-valuable slots by ending them early.

In probabilistic protocols, the number of collision slots depends on the total slots
(frame size) that the tag competes to transmit their IDs within. If the frame is larger
than the tag population, empty slots and single slots will be dominant. Similarly, frames
that are smaller than the tag population will be dominated by collision and single slots.
In the standardized identification protocols, the Q-Algorithm is used to maintain an
equal proportion of collision, single, and empty slots by adaptively changing the frame
size [17,18], as shown in Figure 10. For example, if 2000 tags are identified, around 6000 slots
will be used by the end of the identification process, of which collision, single, and empty
slots are roughly 2000 each. In other words, two-thirds of the identification process is
wasted on empty and collision slots, where the MCI process effect is accentuated.

In deterministic (tree-based) protocols, the total number of collision and empty slots
depends on the tag population’s pre-knowledge [14,19]. Therefore, the ratio of collision
and empty slots to the total slots consumed in the identification process will be smaller if
the tag population is known when compared to an unknown tag population.

In such deterministic protocols, the advanced knowledge of the tag population allows
for query optimization while traversing the tree of tag IDs. This optimization aims at
reaching single slots (the leaves in the tree) while skipping the tree’s internal nodes (which
cause collision and empty slots). The total number of collision slots in the tree-based
protocols for different tag populations is plotted in Figure 10.
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The performance of the identification protocols is evaluated based on the aver-
age identification time for different tag populations with and without the MCI process.
Figures 11 and 12 show average identification time after simulating probabilistic and de-
terministic (with known and unknown tag population) protocols under EPC-standardized
timing [16]. In Figure 11, the average identification time for the Q-algorithm is shown with
a speedup of 35.9% with the MCI process. Consequently, since the reader is transmitting
CW and data during the identification process [9,14,15], 35.9% of the power consumption
is saved by the MCI process.
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tree-based algorithm.

In Figure 12, the average identification times for different tag populations in the
deterministic tree-based protocol for unknown tag populations are shown. The reported
results are the simulation of this protocol with and without the MCI process based on
standardized timing [16]. The speedup of the MCI process is 50.1% compared to the none-
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MCI (standardized slot structure) process. A similar speedup is perceived with 41.4% of
the MCI process over the non-MCI process when the tag population is known.

5.2. Counting Protocols

Similar to anti-collision protocols, the MCI process effect on the performance of
counting protocols is evaluated for 40 sets of tag populations, starting from 100 tags up
to 4000 tags (with an increment of 100 tags). In our evaluation, all the timing values are
based on EPC-standardized specifications [16]. The MCI process significantly enhances the
counting speed as it reduces all three types of slots. The different slot times based on the
standard timing [16] and based on the MCI process are listed in Table 1.

Table 1. Slot length in µs with and without MCI process.

Slot Type Collision Single Empty

Standardized slot length [16] 117.2 145.3 70
MCI process on standardized slot length 78 87 70

The MCI process is applied to the variance and modulation silencing-based estima-
tions (VMSE) algorithm [20]. The performance of the MCI process is compared to the
combined simple estimator (CSE) [21], the unified probabilistic estimator (UPE) [22], and
the enhanced zero-based (EZB) estimator [22], FPNE estimator [23], and variance and mod-
ulation silencing-based estimations (VMSE) [20]. In Figure 13, the average counting times
were plotted for counting with a 5% confidence interval (the average over 100 simulation
runs) for tags that count from 1000 to 9500 tags.

The MCI process facilitates significant time saving and, consequently, reader power
saving. It is worth mentioning that the reported results for counting with a confidence
interval of 5%; however, if more accurate estimation is needed, the number of slots will
increase dramatically in CSE [21] and UPE [22]. Note that the MCI process achieves the
exact tag count in much less time than other population estimators. Compared to the most
effecint algorithm (VMSE with standardized timing), the MCI process achieves more than
55.6% when counting large tag populations. At low and high tag populations, the MCI
process is faster than CSE by 15.5 and 12.3 times, respectively.
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6. Conclusions

In this paper, a new time slot reduction process is proposed. The MCI process depends
on the DBMT circuit to interpret different CW cutoff intervals from the reader as commands.
The DBMT circuit is placed within the logic and memory module of the tag (i.e., the
baseband) to provide a prompt and accurate reaction to the reader CW cutoff. The MCI
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process facilitates the interpretation of different commands based on the number of clock
cycles the MT flag from the DBMT is asserted. This process results in a substantial reduction
of non-valuable time slots. The MCI process is applied in probabilistic and deterministic
anti-collision protocols and in tag-counting protocols. In anti-collision protocols, the
identification time and power efficiency are reduced by more than 50% and 41% for
both probabilistic and deterministic protocols, respectively. In tag-counting protocols, a
significant time reduction in counting specific tag populations is achieved compared to
other counting protocols. The implications of such figures of merit will allow for faster and
more energy-efficient identification protocols, which will be helpful in mobile and static
inventory systems. In addition, since a portion of the tag reply is utilized for counting,
the tags’ anonymity is preserved by this process. This also leads us to investigate the MCI
process in the authentication protocol as a future research investigation.
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